FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L100  Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining
Davis, Chuck
E- TEXTBOOK
BL 8686, CO 19493, EA 20364, FW 22828, IN 22016, KO 28773, NW 15044, SB 16171, SE 18251.

L100  Survey of Unions and Collective Varga, Joe
BL 8687, CO 19514, EA 20365, FW 22829, IN 24787, KO x, NW 15065, SB 16476, SE

L101 – American Labor History
Mishler, Paul
BL 3105, CO 19494, EA 20031, FW 22830, IN 22017, KO 28713, NW 15122, SB 16172, SE 17812
FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L101 – American Labor History  STAFF -  TBD
BL 6704, CO 19536, EA 20166, FW , IN 23794, KO , NW 15153, SB , SE

L110 Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society (IN  22018 )
Casey, Gerrie
BL 5573, CO 19495, EA 20091, FW 22852, IN 22018, KO 28671, NW 15066, SB 16575, SE 18464

L110 Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society
Walker, Marquita
BL 5721, CO 19515, EA 20104, FW , IN 22865, KO , NW 15149, SB 16595, SE 18465

L200 Survey of Employment Law
Helmond, Tyler
BL 11707, CO 19499, EA 20092, FW 22855, IN 22019, KO 29473, NW 15046, SB 16173, SE 19344

L 201 Labor Law
Bill Mello
BL 10156, CO 19598, EA 20520, FW 22856, IN 25642, KO 28977, NW 15511, SB 16937, SE 18470
FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L203  Labor and the Political System
Bill Mello
BL 6111, CO 19523, EA 20132, FW 22831, IN 23287, KO 28599, NW 15128, SB 16623, SE 18157

L205 Contemporary Labor Problems
Bill Mello
BL 4733, CO 19497, EA 20090, FW 23808, IN 23391, KO 28696, NW 15045, SB 16624, SE 18319

L210 – Workplace Discrimination / Fair Employment
Mello, William
BL 12510, CO 19540, EA 20176, FW 23124, IN 23631, KO 28747, NW 15154, SB 16684, SE 18253

L210 - Workplace Discrimination (staff)
TBD
BL 12511, CO 19546, EA 20177, FW 23125, IN 23797, KO , NW 15234, SB 16686, SE

L231 Globalization and Labor
Walker, Marquita
BL 7879, CO 19574, EA 20255, FW 23126, IN 24166, KO 29474, NW 15287, SB 231, SE 19345
FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L240  Occupational Safety and Health
Sebelski, Ronald
NO TEXTBOOKS REQUIRED – Course materials will be available online.
BL 3106, CO 19500, EA 20093, FW 22832, IN 22020, KO 29014, NW 15151, SB 240, SE 18830

L314  Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace
Walker, Marquita

(BL 7349, CO 19561, EA 20228, FW 23134, IN 23885, KO 28774, NW 15251, SB 16788, SE 18328)
(BL 10157, CO 19941, EA 20521, FW 22833, IN 25646, KO , NW 15512, SB 17093, SE 18701)

L315  The Organization of Work
Koso, Gregor
NO TEXTBOOKS REQUIRED – Course materials will be available online
BL 8440, CO 19600, EA 20317, FW 22834, IN 24743, KO 28834, NW 15346, SB 16934, SE 18462

L320  Grievance Arbitration
Davis, Chuck
BL 3107, CO 19501, EA 20032, FW 22835, IN 22021, KO 28600, NW 15047, SB 16175, SE 17813
FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L350 Issues in Collective Bargaining
Siddiqui, Shariq
ISBN: 195179501
Publisher’s Price: $26.00
BL 8441, CO 19601, EA 20318, FW 22836, IN 25647, KO 28978, NW 15346, SB 16935, SE 18463

L370 – Labor and Religion
Mishler, Paul
BL 8626, CO 19607, EA 20344, FW 22837, IN 24675, KO 29475, NW 15047, SB 16946, SE 18488

L385 Class, Race, Gender, & Work
Takahashi, Beverly

Teresa Amott and Julie Matthiae, Race, Gender, and Work: A Multicultural History of Women in the United States, South End Press, 1996

FULL SEMESTER ONLINE CLASSES

L385  Class, Race, Gender, & Work
Lynn Duggan


(Book 3108, CO 19496, EA 20033, FW 22838, IN 22022, KO 28601, NW 14895, SB 16176, SE 17814)

(Book 6707, CO 19539, EA 20167, FW 23135, IN 23799, KO , NW 15156, SB 16689, SE 18254)

L390  Topics in LS: Women and Development
Duggan, Lynn


(Book 8123, CO 19693, EA 20250, FW 22861, IN 24165, KO 28799, NW 15288, SB 17009, SE 18598)
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L100C    Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining
Davis, Chuck
E-textbook used
BL 8688, CO 19534, EA 20366, FW 22848, IN 24788, KO 29013, NW 15146, SB
16849, SE 18829
BL 8689, CO 19535, EA 20367, FW 22849, IN 24789, KO, NW 15312, SB
16850, SE 18835

L100C    Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining
Hawking, C.J.
Babson, Steve.  The Unfinished Struggle.  Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield,
Ashby, Steven and CJ Hawking.  Staley:  The Fight for the New American Labor
9780252076404
BL 8690, CO 19942, EA 20368, FW, IN 24788, KO x, NW 15146, SB 16849, SE

104 C    Introduction to Labor History
Mishler, Paul
Robert Shogan.  The Battle of Blair Mountain: The Story of America's Largest
BL 6109, CO 19524, EA 20133, FW 22850, IN 24789, KO 28718, NW 15155, SB
16850, SE 18181
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L104C  Introduction to Labor History
Varga, Joe
Three Strikes by Robin D G Kelley, H. Zinn and Dana Frank Beacon Press, 2002
ISBN-13 (paperback) 978-080-7050132
Diary of a Shirtwaist Striker by Theresa Malkiel, forward by Francois Basch ILR
BL 6110, CO 19537, EA 20174, FW 22851, IN 24790, KO 28771, NW 15312, SB
16851, SE 18241

L104C  Introduction to Labor History
McKerley, John
Required Book:  Priscilla Murolo, A. B. Chitty  From the Folks Who Brought You
the Weekend: A Short, Illustrated History of Labor in the United States
BL 6705, CO 19563, EA 20175, FW , IN 23472, KO 28772, NW 15147, SB
16621, SE 18252

L104C  Introduction to Labor History
Cushman-Wood, Darren
Priscilla Murolo and A.B. Chitty, 2003. From the Folks Who Brought You the
Weekend.
BL 7612, CO 19943, EA 20231, FW , IN 23584, KO 28777, NW 15148, SB
16622, SE 18353
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L110C  Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society
Casey, Gerrie

BL 5722, CO 19842, EA 20169, FW 22853, IN 24001, KO 28748, NW 15158, SB 16685, SE 19342
BL 5911, CO 19940, EA 20735, FW 22854, IN 26648, KO , NW 15261, SB 16811, SE 19343

L110C  Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society
Mulder, Catherine
BL 34208 , CO -- , EA -- , FW -- , IN 27090 , KO -- , NW 15759 , SB -- , SE --

L205C  Contemporary Labor Problems
Bill Mello
ISBN: 1565846591

ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L205C  Contemporary Labor Problems
Varga, Joe
ISBN 978-1-58367-190-0

L290C  Photographic Images of Labor and Class
Sorenson, Kelly
No Textbooks needed

L290C PROTECTING WORKER RIGHTS IN GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
WALKER
No Textbooks needed

L290 – Bully in the Workplace
Sovereign, Rae

L290C - Preventing Sexual Harassment
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L290C – Topics in LS: FMLA
Sovereign, Rae
ISBN: 0945902107
BL 10821, CO 19543, EA 20616, FW 23131, IN 25107, KO 29101, NW 15592, SB 17170, SE 18871

L290C – Topics in LS: Preventing Workplace Violence
Sovereign, Rae
No Textbook Required - Reading material posted online
BL 10820, CO 19544, EA 20617, FW 23133, IN 23632, KO 29102, NW 15589, SB 16687, SE 18872

L290C - Women in the Workplace / Work like a girl: Women’s evolving workplace role
Walker, Marquita
BL 11706, CO 19945, EA 20738, FW 23810, IN 26291, KO 29476, NW 15760, SB 17169, SE 19346

L290/390C Strike! Labor Revolt in America
Cynthia Yaudes
No textbooks required

L290/390C Framed: Labor and the Media
Cynthia Yaudes
No textbooks required